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The Iraqi Red Crescent Society (IRCS) is an Independent, volunteer-based National Society that works
to alleviate suffering for all and referee the international humanitarian laws and treaties ratified by the
Iraqi government We are also an auxiliary body to government when responding to humanitarian needs
including the Mosul liberation operation beside our heading and membership of different committees
inside Iraq that involved in the Humanitarian response .However, we maintain our independence from
authorities and function as an autonomous, apolitical, non-partisan organization. our interventions
alleviate the suffering in accordance with the movement’s fundamental principles since 1932

Mobile Medical Units
8th -9th October 2017
The IRCS medical teams started new two mobile medical units' services inside Mosul city and suburbs ,The IRCS teams start to
received displaced families from Nadhera check point beside Kilo 18, during the past 48 hours 282 families from West Anbar
The past two-day's activities as listed below:
The IRCS Anbar Branch
Kilo 18 Checkpoint & Camp
1. Distribution 150 ready meal packs sets to families arriving to the screening zone
2. Distribution of 175 water bottle sets
Nadhera Checkpoint
210 snake boxes and water bottle distributed to new arrival 75 families
Inside Anah City 476 Families received food baskets at Al-Qadyssia, Al-Nasr , Al-Yarmouk and Al-Abbassyia zones
The IRCS Salahaddin & Mousl Branches
The Camps
1. Producing and distribution of 12,000 fresh bread distributed to 1200 families in camps and deserted buildings in Tikrit.
2. 371 Medical cases treated at Madraj camp MU and 65 Minor surgery management with the Danish RC
3. Health team delivered in Haj Ali camps lectures on personal hygiene to 47 children, 14 women and 9 men
Inside Mosul:
1. IRCS/ PHC 544 medical cases treated with the Danish RC
2. IRCS mobile clinics 430 in Hay Al-Resalla , Hay Al Sena'ay and Islah Al-Zera'ay with Danish RC
3. 1940 food baskets distributed on families in Hay Al-Abbar with ICRC
Inside Haweja'a 884 families received food baskets with water bottle sets in Hay of Al-Assria, Al-Jaferyia and Al-Hodh 13
with Norwegian RC
The IRCS Erbil Branch
Inside camps
1. Producing and distribution of 525 m3 of water from M40 Unit inside the camp
2. Production and distribution 60,000 bread inside camps
3. 450 Families received Family baskets in Jada'a camp with French RC
Inside Mousl
1. Trucking of 840 m3 of potable water to tanks in different districts in Mosul city with the French RC
2. Production and distribution of 200 m3 by M5 with French RC inside Hamam Al-Alil
3. 1000 Families received food baskets in Hay Al-Zuhoor and Al-Shallalat with ICRC
The IRCS Duhook Branch
Al-Dawodyia Camp delivered following services:1. Psychosocial support to 33 children ,5 tent visits and 11 adults
2. Mumps and personal health education to 47 person
3. Antiviolence lectures to displaced families
Al-Aman School for ID children health education against cholera for 40 pupils
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